FREE

TRAVELING WITHOUT
BEING HASSLED FILE
Jahuwah (the Creator of all that is and the giver of life)
by way of revelation gave me a plan on how to travel without
this world’s government issued papers and without being
hassled. I worked the plan and it has been proven true that it came from Jahuwah based on the results:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I have walked away from five contacts with law enforcement not directly involving traffic that could
have involved traffic without incident.
I have driven away from four traffic stops without a ticket or any other inconvenience.
I have been able to rent cars without government issued ID.
I have been able to bail people out of jail without government issued ID.
I have boarded commercial flights without government issued ID.
I have cashed checks without state issued ID repeatedly at numerous banks (but not all ☺).
I have driven from literally one end of the United States to the other; both East to West and North
to South without state issued plates without incident.
I have had more than twenty cops (I quit counting at twenty.) sitting directly behind me at traffic
lights, while my vehicle did not have state issue plates affixed to it, without incident.
I retrieved one of my vehicles, that was not involved in a traffic incident, from an impound yard
when it did not have state plates affixed to it. (It was at a mechanic’s when he was evicted.)
I have had one deputy sheriff admit to me that they had noticed my plate, had wondered about it,
but they had determined that they were taking no action on it.
Saying it another way; I have been out of the state’s driving scheme for going on six years now and
have suffered no adverse effects from having done so. I have discovered a whole another world
exists that is free from this world’s oppressive schemes and I am inviting you to come to live here
with me.

In this free file are some of the lessons I was shown that are part of the plan I was given. Proverbs 23:23
tells me to buy the truth, and sell it not. Since I believe that what is contained in this file is the truth, I cannot
sell it to you. I believe that if you utilize the principles set forth in this file, that you will also be enabled to
travel without being hassled. I expect that this will prove to be true for you as well.

Add asterisks as depicted below:
Add to the below:
•

•

An explanation on how to get an address in Israel

Included in this package is the following:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Link to get an official license plate*
Link to get official international driving permit*
Template for proof of insurance and registration
Template for renewal stickers
Name form for filing with clerk and recorder

•
•

• An explanation on how to remove yourself from government computers
• A discussion of many of the Scriptural aspects that go into traveling without being
hassled (This is available for free without purchase of the package. Click here.)

The results you obtain from use of these materials will tell whether you have put Jahuwah’s Word
first in your life. See Proverbs 24:12, “If you say, “Surely we did not know this,” Does not He who
weighs the hearts consider it? He who keeps your soul, does He not know it? And will He not
render to each man according to his deeds?”
* There is an additional charge for these.

